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49.95
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First 48 months

79.95
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$
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Purchase
Starter Kit 85.520020

7” touchscreen panel (IQ Panel 2+)
3 window/door sensors
1 smoke detector
1 motion sensor

$875

Panel only and panel upgrades
IQ Panel 2+ 85.560108

A 7” touchscreen panel with a built-in 5MP camera that works just like a tablet
or smartphone and keeps you connected to all your smart devices giving you
control over your entire home. Includes built-in glass break and Crash & Smash
protection to keep your security system working even if the panel is damaged.

$500

System Enhancement Module 85.560020/85.560025

Convert your existing security system to AccessSmartHome. The System
Enhancement Module allows for compatible DSC PowerSeries or Honeywell
Vista systems manufactured after 2005 to be used with interactive monitoring
and alerting services.

$350

Ears
Water Sensor 85.560620

Water sensors detect the presence of water and allow you to know when
potential flooding occurs before extensive damage is done. They’re great for
installing at the base of water heaters, washing machines, sinks and more!

CO Detector 85.560510

Keep your family safe with this carbon monoxide sensor. Built-in alarms in
addition to panel sirens ensure that everyone will get to safety.

$75

$125

Smoke Detector 85.560750

These ultra-sensitive smoke detectors prevent false alarms while constantly
monitoring. The built-in heat sensor detects the rapid rise in heat that comes
from a fire - even when there is no smoke!

$125

Window/Door Sensor 85.560252

Attach to doors, windows, medicine cabinets, liquor cabinets and much more.
These sensors help you keep tabs on how often things are being opened with
real-time alerts sent directly to your smartphone.

$50

Motion Sensor 85.560302

Catch them in the act! Theses devices are motion activated and send real-time
alerts directly to your phone.

$100

Low Temperature Sensor 85.560610

Designed to alert you if temperatures drop below 4oC or rise above 38oC. This
early warning may help you protect your valuables, pets and home from
extreme heat/cold or thermostat failure.

Indoor Siren/Strobe 85.560400

Perfect for those that are hard-of-hearing, this device emits 3 LED strobe
lights as well as an audible siren during an alarm event.

$50

$125

Eyes - We recommend AccessHyperSpeed 25 or higher for these products.
Doorbell Camera 85.560698

Don’t miss a delivery! Get activity alerts and recorded clips so you can see
who’s at your door in HD colour day and night. The built-in two-way audio lets
you hear and speak to visitors.

$225

Requires subscription to Live Video Storage Plan $8.95/mth.

Motion with Image Sensor 85.560310

Catch them in the act! These devices are motion activated and send real-time
alerts with images directly to your phone.

$200

Indoor Camera with 2-way Audio 85.560900

These 1080p HD video indoor video cameras include 2-way audio, infrared
night vision, and secure cloud recording. They can be mounted to a wall,
ceiling or placed on a flat surface.

$200

Requires Wi-Fi network on premise and subscription to Live Video Storage Plan.

Outdoor Camera 85.560910

Set custom record triggers, save footage and capture pre and post-alarm
activity with our outdoor cameras. They’re excellent in low-light and weatherresistant.
Requires Wi-Fi network on premise and subscription to Live Video Storage Plan. Footage saved
to panel, app and Alarm.com portal. Online data is encrypted.

$275

Automation

Smart Thermostat 85.560630

Get the perfect balance of energy savings and comfort. Program temperatures
for when you’re home or away and shut down during fire and carbon monoxide
alerts to slow the circulation of air.

$175

Please note we do not install this product and recommend to consult an electrician or HVAC technician
for installation.

Smart Plug 85.560640

Convert any outlet into a smart home accessory and turn appliances off or on
in your kitchen, create “smart” space heaters or plug-in fans.

$75

(Great for those who forget to turn off their flat iron!)

Smart Light Bulb 85.560660

No more clapping! These 60-watt equivalent Z-Wave radio light bulbs
are easy to pair, long-lasting and can be controlled from an app or your
touchscreen panel.

$75

Power Bar 85.560645

Wirelessly control or schedule your lights or other devices from anywhere.
They plug into any standard outlet and acts as a repeater to strengthen the
performance of your Z-Wave network.

$75

Power Bar with Dimmer 85.560650

A plug-in module that allows you to turn a lamp on, off or any degree in
between. It plugs into any standard outlet and acts as a repeater to strengthen
the performance of your Z-Wave network.

$75

Smart Lock 85.560670/85.560680/85.560690

Eliminate the need for keys and create individual and temporary access codes
for multiple users. Alerts are sent directly to your smartphone when unlocked.
Three colours available: bronze, silver, and brass.

$300

Garage Door Opener 85.560920

Remotely open and close your garage door right from your smartphone
or tablet. Set doors to automatically close when the system is armed and
receive alerts if the doors are left open.

$200

Stream Video Recorder 1 TB 85.560930

This provides a gapless, professional video surveillance solution so that you
can keep a watch on your property while you’re away. With this
recorder, you can connect up to 4 cameras, save 1 TB of data and can view
your cameras from anywhere!
Requires subscription to SVR Storage Plan $8.95/mth.

$350

